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Let us pray. May the words of my mouth and the meditations of our hearts be acceptable in 
your sight, oh Lord our Rock and our redeemer. Amen.  
 
Well, something magical happened this week. After the ringing choruses of “A mighty fortress” 
died down on Reformation Day, and after the kids fell into a candy-induced coma on 
Halloween, the Christmas season snuck in like a thief in the night. Merry Christmas everyone!  
 
It is that wonderful time of year when Jesus rolls back the clock, turns back into a baby and we 
are whisked back to the start of the gospels all over again.  
 
Only, the church season has a few final lessons to teach us before the start of the Christian New 
Year, and one of them comes from the last “Book” in the Bible: Revelation. 
 
Revelation—also known as the Apocalypse of John of Patmos—isn’t properly called a book at 
all. It is a letter to seven churches written toward the end of the first century. 
 
The word apocalypse means “uncovering” or “revealing,” and this revelation is a series of 
visions that John of Patmos receives about the culmination of history and the cosmic triumph of 
the church over earthly and demonic powers. But for a book called “reveal,” it has been 
shrouded in controversy and misinterpretation since it was written.  
 
The question is, What does it reveal, exactly?  
 
This is difficult to answer. Theologian David Bentley Hart mused recently that “The books of the 
New Testament … constitute a historical conundrum — not because they come from the 
remote world of late antiquity, but rather because they often appear to make no sense even in 
the context of antiquity.” 
 
When we read Revelation, or any New Testament text, we need to try to understand both the 
world in which it was written and the challenges it issued to that world.  
 
There are surprises throughout, but identifying them is difficult when the whole genre of 
apocalyptic literature can be so alien to us.  
 
For example, what John hears and what he sees are often used to set up a logical tension. John 
has a vision of God holding a scroll, which no one is worthy to open. John weeps until he hears 
an elder say, “Do not weep. See the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has 
conquered, so that he can open the scroll and its seven seals.” We expect John to see a mighty 
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and conquering Christ. But instead he saw “a Lamb standing as if it had been slaughtered.” The 
conquering Christ is the crucified Christ.  
 
 
While we may be tempted to be surprised about images of Lions opening scrolls, the real 
surprise is that a Lion is announced but a Lamb is seen.   
 
The Lamb begins to open the seals one by one. Each time a new plague or woe is inflicted on 
earth, and at the end of six seals, everyone on earth—king and slave—is hiding in caves and 
crying for the end—crying for the mountains to crush them, because they are unable to stand 
before the face of the one seated on the throne. “Who can stand?” they ask as the cosmos 
crumble around them. 
 
The implied answer is clear: no one—not even creation itself—can stand before the Lord. Any 
and all self-justification is stripped away. It is time for the seventh seal to break. It is time to 
bring creation to an end.  
 
Only—that isn’t what happens. Instead we read that John “saw four angels standing at the four 
corners of the earth, holding back the four winds.” We have a brief reprieve in our march 
towards the end.  
 
Then he heard announced the number of those who were sealed as servants of God: 144,000. 
Instead of breaking the seal, we see the sealing of thousands. Twelve thousand from the twelve 
tribes of Israel. This list meant to convey not a small remnant but an immense number. In the 
midst of righteous judgment, God is announced as faithful to the promises made to Israel.  
 
That is what John heard. But this is what John saw: “There was a great multitude that no one 
could count, from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and languages, standing before the 
throne and before the Lamb, singing, “Salvation belongs to our God who is seated on the 
throne, and to the Lamb!” 
 
Again, John has played with the expectations of the listener to create tension and encourage 
thinking in new ways. One commentator writes, “Instead of the anticipated breaking of the 
seventh seal [John’s] visions let us see the sealing of God’s servants. [The early believers looked 
for the End of the world, but what came was the church].” (Boring 128) 
 
And what was the church? John hears the announcement numbering the ranks of the people of 
Israel, but what he sees are innumerable multitudes.  
 
Poor John must have whiplash at this point. Not only has he been dragged “up” to this divine 
realm, his expectations have been jerked around so much he isn’t sure what to think. Nothing 
can be assumed. Lions are Lambs, the orderly is the innumerable, the end is not the end.  
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An elder—one of only 24 who are near the throne of God—leans over to John and asks, “Who 
are these, robed in white, and where have they come from?”  
 
The heavenly question is an accusation, almost a dare, to the earthly interloper. “Do you think 
you know who can stand before God?” Do you think you can say? 
 
John has only one answer: “Sir, you are the one that knows.” John wisely demurs. He doesn’t 
even venture a guess, but instead allows the Elder to answer the question.  
 
“These are they who have come out of the great ordeal; they have washed their robes and 
made them white in the blood of the Lamb.”  
 
Now I for one would not have guessed that. One more surprise in this surprising scene: the 
international multitude of victorious worshippers are those who have suffered and died. The 
corresponding image to a conquering Lion who is a slaughtered Lamb is a gathering of the 
dead—martyrs who have been exalted by the death of Jesus.  
 
At this point, with all the blood and all the death, I start wondering if I really do want to be in 
that crowd. I’m glad that martyrs are included, but it’s just that I don’t hear anyone else getting 
described. Is that the price for entry? This is a glorious picture of heaven, but is it one that 
includes me? I’m not a martyr. …Am I a martyr? Well, I do face challenges and hardships in my 
life, and yes, my faith carries me through those things, and yes, not everyone thinks Christianity 
is the way to go… Am I a martyr? After all, I’m a woman in the pulpit, fighting the all-powerful 
patriarchy. And after all, I’m a Christian and people think Christians are bad now, right? I 
probably can list all the ways people have been mean to me.  
 
And at this point, I have to tell myself to calm down and stop being such a delicate snowflake, 
especially when hell is so close at hand. This attitude is totally unacceptable. Those who suffer 
deserve our pity and respect, not our envy. I be a martyr might be an exalted status, but to 
claim that they are somehow lucky because they get to be first in line for heaven is misguided.  
 
Well what then? How do I fit in?  
 
It is useful then to remind myself that this letter was not written me directly in mind. It is not 
for us, strictly speaking.  
 
That doesn’t mean it doesn’t have lessons for us, but we need to be careful when we are 
tempted to shoe-horn our life experiences into the text. When the Elder poses the question, 
“Who are these, robed in white, and where have they come from?” we want to crane our 
necks, look out into the numerous masses and ask, “Is it me? Am I there?” 
 
“Am I there?”  
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Instead, we can take a page out of John’s book, by realizing that this is not our story, it is God’s. 
The scene John overhears is not about himself, but about others. When asked about them, he 
cannot answer, but needs to be told. 
 
And who are they? They are the elect, fallen and despised in the world, but exalted and 
venerated in heaven. Blessed are the poor, we hear Jesus say. This is not a vision of heaven 
where the despised and powerless are simply included. This is a vision where the despised and 
powerless are first in the kingdom of heaven.  
 
John sees the last who are first, the Lamb who is also the shepherd, the conquering Lion who is 
the Slaughtered, the countless exalted who are the world’s forgotten. Over and over we see a 
stark contrast being drawn between God’s kingdom and the earthly world of power. 
 
It turns out that this otherworldly letter has a lot to say to how we orient ourselves in the 
world.  
 
The early church was small, and made up mostly of slaves and women, those who lacked official 
status as citizens of the Roman Empire. They were not systematically persecuted, but were 
regularly arrested and forced to recant. If they refused, they were executed. 
 
John’s letter is to these churches, and he is not condemning Rome, which is certainly evil, but 
condemning those who deny Christ for the sake of personal safety. John called these people 
“liars” and had no kind words for them.  
 
It is hard to compare the church then to the church now. Today’s church is massive, worldwide, 
and it often works with state power. In many ways Christianity has been a positive force in the 
world, leavening earthly power with grace, justice, and charity. But the alliances made with the 
world have affected our relationship with God.  
 
Simply put, when we are surrounded by earthly power we begin to fear the wrong things. If we 
remain comfortably ensconced in the world’s power, we effectively deny God’s power in our 
lives. The slaughtered lamb is pushed from the center of our lives, and we give honor to the 
hungry lions.  
 
Our sin may not be denying Christ directly. Our sin is seeing ourselves in the center of God’s 
plan, rather than placing God in the center of ours.  
 
We here have power—far more power than the Christians of old.  
 
Our temptation is not: do we choose to yield to power? 
 
Our temptation is: Do we choose to wield it?  
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We are not put to the sword like the martyrs of old, but we do have choices everyday—
opportunities to proclaim that the power of the world does not have the last word.  
 
We can show that we are free from fear of death, pain, discomfort, or hardship. We are not 
afraid of inconvenience, insecurity, insignificance. These fears do not move us. They have no 
hold over us. We are free from them. Though we may be scorned by the gatekeepers of power 
in this world, we are never finally victims of the world, but we too are called to be servants of 
the Lamb.  
 
As we gather around this table, we take our place among the communion of saints. Christ is our 
host. we proclaim the saving death of our Risen Lord. O Taste and see that the Lord is good:” 
 
 “Salvation belongs to our God who is seated on the throne,  
  and to the lamb!”  
 “Amen! Blessing and glory and wisdom and thanksgiving and  
  honor and power and might be to our God forever and     
  ever! Amen.” 
 


